Voiceless Ones Return
WEARY, BUT HAPPY

Arrived Safely Yesterday After Whirlwind Invasion of the Frosty, Bitten Wolverine Country.

FULL OF PRAISE FOR THE TEAM.

One hundred and fifteen weary undegraduates staggered into Princeton's Palmer House yesterday morning, finding reconciliation with the greatest consolation. They stepped into a great tradition.

The happiness that filled the hotel's guest rooms was a history of the land that it was built for. For so long. As for the hotel, it was beside the road.

From the time that the train pulled out of Princeton, and for the next six hours, the Ivy League train pulled out of hard on the heels of its predecessor, there was nothing different. Especially in the good conditions on Alabama's schedule, there was no need for the train. The Albatross could supply something more than the usual priority of the Ivy League train. And all the time it was aboard the train, the driver of the train was the one to push through the barriers and block the way.
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FRESH OUTPLAY THEIR SCRUSB.

Scores Four Times on Second, but Show Rugged Form.

In a hard-fought scrimmage, the Varsity Freshmen outplayed the 1915 Scrubs, beating them by four touchdowns to none. Averv and T. Mccoll showed speed and used handwork in their running game with the ball. The first team also made good interference, but their work on the line was not as smooth as it might be. At times the backs were milled by the Scrubs' linemen before they got started, and their work was ragged in spots.

Coach Miller shook up the backfield, putting Holger and Houston on the place of Craig and Wilson and shifting T. McColl from fullback to quarter. Holger made good line-plays, but was clipped in this respect by Avery, who played for the best all-around game. Avery scored the Freshmen's only touchdown in recovering an onside kick made for the Scrubs and kicking right end for a touchdowns.

Jack success, Jones and Crane force through the line for two more scores and the last were earned as the result of a well-executed trick play. Merrel carrying the ball over the line for the first team's fourth and last score.

For the Scrubs, Watson and Pergerson did the best work, breaking through and getting the man in great shape. None of the Freshman team seemed to charge hard, however, and the superior interference of the first team was felt in the balance in their favor.

HARD DRILL FOR FRESHMEN.

First Year Basketball Candidates Practice Under New Coach.

The candidates for the Freshman basketball team, who survived the first cut, were put through the hardest drill of the year last night. The scrimmages, which had hitherto been of the five-man variety, were drawn out to fifteen minutes last night.

Owing to the inability of Coach Pringle to present at every practice the team has been put into the hands of Carl Elbers, '96. Holger, a veteran on the Intercollegiates championship team of 1906-07, and is sufficiently fitted to produce a good Freshman team this season.

Coach Elbers picked a first and second team from the players which is only temporary, until he becomes better acquainted with the men. The two were put through a couple of stiff scrimmages and practice in basket shooting.

POLITICAL SCIENCE TALK.

Judge Knapo Tells of Beneficial Combination to Wharton Faculty Club.

Judge Martin A. Knapo, at the second meeting of the Political and Social Science Club, in Hamilton Court last night, addressed a majority of Wharton Faculty members and graduate students on "Transportation and Combination." He described the development of the means of transportation from primitive times to the present age, and explained the great effect which improved transportation has had on political and industrial questions. He denounced the competitive system as destructive, and said the great need in industry and commerce is combination.

NOTICES.

Basis Club.—Important rehearsal to be given at the School basement at 7:30.

Somerset Road Ball Committee.—Meeting to be held in Room 812, Longen Hall, at 1 o'clock.

Minor Sports Managers.—An important meeting of Minor Sports Managers is to be held at 3:30 to-day in A. A. office.

Mandolin Club.—There will be a rehearsal tonight at 8:30 in the Law School basement. Cords will be made for the Curtisville concert.

1912 Record Committee.—Important meeting of the 1912 Record Committee. C. P. Price, third and E. C. Reed, second; W. B. Scott,.Enton; H. H. Brown, H. D. Postle, and Geo. Morse, first; A. W. Fillion, secretary. Committee met last night.

Freshman Class Meeting.—There will be a meeting of the Freshman Class today at 4 o'clock, in the Chemical Laboratory, to nominate permanent officers.

F. B. Matthews & Co.
Direct Importers and Tailors
S. W. Cor. 11th and Sansom Sts.
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1018 Chestnut Street

Hi D •

$1.50, $2.00, $2.50, $2.75

Chestnut St. 1114

Tell you all about it, inc. in wear and service, as the name of the firm anticipates and satisfies your desires in this line.

Nothing to do but try men's wearables.

TIES

About the 55c. Ties

that have made the name of WALTER G. BECKER famous among those who are ever particular about their neckwear.

I have asked over and over again how I can afford to give a $1.00 value for about half price. I answer—I charge it up to good advertising.

These distinctive enviable are a distinctive shirt and other distinctive wearables.

Walter G. Becker Service means that our patrons are offered the greatest values I can find.

Is that our object and your advantage?

Ask for our chart of fashions. It will tell you what to wear and when.

Walter G. Becker

1018 Chestnut Street

(Area from Chestnut St. Opera House

CO-OPERATION OF RAILROADS

Judge Knapp Declares for Team Work Among Railroads as a Remedy for Ruinous Rate War.

Advocating cooperation between the railroads as the only remedy to avoid the losses arising from ruthless rate competition, Judge Martin Knapp closed his series of lectures on the " Regulation of Interstate Commerce." yesterday in Hixon Hall. Judge Knapp defined the difficult problems confronting the general movement for national regulation of the common carriers.

"The first problem," said Judge Knapp, "is to bring about a clear and plain conception of the functions and duties of the modern railroad, and to arrange and regulate its activities as if it had public, instead of private, ownership and control. Many people do not realize the superior position the nation on the railroads, or the revenues and essential services performed by these carriers.

"The second problem is to determine the extent to which regulation should go. The tendency might be devised to secure all the advantages of private ownership, and the same time to leave an adequate and efficient self-sufficiency of their operation.

"The dual form of the American government gives a strong hint of the path of this reform. Until now a great part of the attempts at regulation have been made by individual states. There is a large chaotic mass of conflicting legislation and restrictions upon the various states. Sometimes the influence of a single state works an amount of disturbance far exceeding the influences affecting and disturbing rates and laws of other states. Each state regulates the rates for its own benefit, and an immense amount of hardship is caused by the varying statutes.

"In moving toward not enough difference in transportation rates between the competitive railways and the absolute necessities," he said, "that in the division of railroad services, all goods should not be treated and charged for the same, but that it would be better to set rates in proportion to the actual value of the goods.

"An equitable rate adjustment should be made, so that the difficulties as to what would be likely to bring about a fair distribution of profit and domestic business at first a rate adjustment, which would need to be fair to all, probably could not be fairly issued, but that would cause great dissatisfaction, and these could be improved upon so that the rates would not handicap the domestic manufacturer."

Pugnacious Pugilists in Demand.

The class in boxing is meeting every afternoon at 1 o'clock in the boxing room of the gymnasium, and the men are working hard and regular. The prospects for a good year are bright, and Mr. Ducker is anxious to have more men in the class, which is open both to beginners and to those who already know something about the art. A letter was received from Yale regarding the information about the club, and another letter from Columbia. There is a possibility that an Intercollegiate Boxing League will be formed shortly after the Christmas holidays. On Friday afternoon there will be an exhibition of boxing by the pugilists of Mr. Ducker in the boxing room. Any men who wish to take boxing may arrange to do so by applying at Dr. McKenzie's office.

Army-Navy Tickets Mailed.

Tickets allotted to Pennsylvania undergraduates for the Army-Navy game were mailed yesterday in order to succeed afternoon. Sufficient seats for the men who sent their A. A. hooks are reserved, with the books, with Union 522 filled, will be mailed to the owners in tomorrow morning. Men who were late in sending in hooks may possibly secure standing room.

Dental Forces

First Priority for Introduction, $1.25, at P. O. Box, 3000 Woodland Ave.

Offering a good student needs at Beauregard.

P. BEASTON'S SON'S

Continental Chocolates

In pound and half-pound boxes, at any store near you.

Philadelphia

THE PENNSYLVANIA'S

THE SMOOTHEST TOBACCO

The greatest joy that follows the hardships of training, is the moment that you can brag the tasteful with good old Velvet. Superb leaf—the tenderest leaf—aged over two years—perfect maturity—depth—aroma—of all leaf hardships—leaving that rare degree of mellowness—superb flavor—the smoothness so enjoyable. Velvet is free from all hardships. Smoke Velvet as often as you like, always cool burning—"good old stuff"! At all dealers.

Full Two Ounce Tins 10c

SPAUDDLING & MERRICK

THE ALLEN A. KERR CO.

1912, 1913 AND 1914 COLLEGE CLASS PINS CARRIED IN STOCK

CLASS AND FRATERNITY PINS, MEDALS, CUPS, FORS, ETC.

1004 Chestnut Street

Men of Pennsylvania!

There are only two places in Philadelphia which anticipate and satisfy your desires in exclusive headwear.

The Hat Shops of individual taste

$3.00

Keebler

exclusive headwear

1428 CHESTNUT and 14 MINT ARCADE

"A fine piece of cloth, my boy! I never saw you wear a better looking suit."

"Yes, I am pleased with it. I had it made to order by a fine piece of cloth, my boy! I never saw you wear a better looking suit."

Only the man who gets a new made-to-measure suit, experiences the thrill of real clothes satisfaction.

The ALLEN A. KERR CO.

The ALLEN A. KERR CO.

For the Men who send their A. A. hooks.

Among Railroads as a Remedy for Ruinous Rate War.
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A New
ARROW
NORIT COLLAR
Lots of tie space, easy to put on or take off.
13 cents—2 for 25 cents
Curtis, Frade & Wells, Inc., New York, N.Y.

NOT ALL SHOW
We make cigarettes bearing your indi-
vidual monograms, seal or initia-
als on that of your Club or Fraternity. But
you don’t smoke the monogram, so we
make the cigarettes of a high grade
Turkish tobacco, especially blended,
and made in a clean, light room.
Packed in boxes of tens, fifties or hun-
dreds. Price, $1.00, $2.00, $2.50 a hun-
dred, according to amount.
Remit check or money order.
CIGARS
S. F. COR. TUIT   AMI LOCIST STS.
See Us About Those
FAVORITE
CIGARS
I. G. WILLIAMS
S. E. Cor. thir. and LOCIST STS.
W. W. McCausland & Son
Hurractv Contract
Locksmithing and Ball Hanging
3661 Market St., Philadelphia

John Middleton
Ingersol's Authentic Reproductions

SPAYD
Rents Typewriters and
Duplication of all Makes
1017 Walnut St., Philadelphia

We’re getting out
good work every day. There’s
a great difference in illuminated
trays. Try
TAYLOR BROTHERS
University Medical School
CATHY CHIN
The Foreign work of the
CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION
FACTORY
J. W. McCausland
30th & Chestnut St.
3550 Walnut St.

TAYLOR BROTHERS
University Medical School
CATHY CHIN
The Foreign work of the
CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION
FACTORY
J. W. McCausland
30th & Chestnut St.
3550 Walnut St.
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VOICELESS ONES RETURN
WEARY, BUT HAPPY
(Continued from Page One)
were willing to back up their belief
between the scales with even money,
even though Michigan was technically in
the lead. To the insipid fact that
one could not find no takers was
due the return of a few men with
enough money to buy souvenirs at
Niagara.
This party was dispelled by the
untimely death of their spirits quickly
revealed when a few disillusioned Michi-
igan freshmen attempted to tear down
the buffet on the Alumni as the
train was sitting out for Detroit. Ventura
looks quickly repelled the first attack
shortly after Detroit and the Hotel St. Clair were being exten-
sively used to disguise the grain.
The train was scheduled to leave at 1
o'clock, but it was two hours later in
being off. This accounts for the fact
that no one missed the special
train at Niagara, matches were set back
an hour, thereby causing the loss of
about an hour in the sale sleep. There
was a small moment for it was made up
in classes next day. The morning
was given over in seeking the
airships. It was late when the men
crossed the narrow street in the train
in the crowded coach in the Gigue
trip and had an exact time-consuming
water, etc., force, volume, and the
like. It is the first time in history
that an undergraduate ever saw any
airship in a show. Buffalo was
not mentioned for the classical
drawing. The Broad was responsible
for a banquet that could not
be surpassed in quality or quan-
tity, which amounts to perfection from
the college standpoint. The Penn-
sylvania Student also added to its panoply
with real quarter cigarettes. It was
the only date that the time
PENN DUTY

PATRONIZE
Murray’s
Dormitory
Drug Shop
Opposite the Dormitories
For your wants in that line
3701 Walnut St.
•
CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
LOST—Silver watch and fa cab last
Monday afternoon. Please return to
Pennsylvania office.
BEGINNING DEC:—Home-cooking
and good service. $2.50.
Limit 15. Reservations may now be
made.
LOST—Permitting watch, initials
in case. Reward. $5.
MRS. J. H. HOPPER, formerly of
Philadelphia, and now in New York,
will start dinner room at 302 Chestnut St., and
will furnish first-class table board at $5.00.
LOST—Saturday, in vicinity of Phila-
delphia Field, a gold signal ring, initials
in case. Reward. $5.
H. F. Fuller. Locker 207.
MURRAY’S
Dormitory
Drug Shop
For the Dormitories
For your wants in that line
3701 Walnut St.
Tel. 3545
THE PHILADELPHIA CLINIC
STUDIO 400
10 So. 18th Street
M. S. S. MCKLAIN
s
SPECIAL DISCOUNT TO STUDENTS
American's
National Game
Historic Facts concerning the begin-
ing, evolution, rules, development, and Popu-
larity of
BASE BALL
With Personal Reminiscences of its Pioneers,
by
A. G. SPALDING
Cartoons by Homer C. Davenport.
600 Pages. $1.50, net. 115 Illustrations. Price $2.00 Net.
One of the most comprehensive and
interesting books ever written on any sport.
An ideal Christmas gift. At
All Booksellers and Newsdealer's, or
sent postpaid on receipt of price by
American Sports Publishing Company
21 WABREN ST., NEW YORK.

H. R. POTT
Studio of Photography
1318 Chestnut Street
Philadelphia

STUDENTS $5
To Meet a Demand

It will save time, improve and make your
studies a pleasure and you can rely on
two cases, which you can have
AMERICAN WRITING MACHINE
COMPANY, Inc.
Phone. Bsafe Office. 3rd and Market St.
J. B. CLAYPOOL, 20 Cense House.
College Representative

University Text-Books
BOTH NEW AND SECOND
For All Departments
To BE HAD AT
McVey's Book-Store
1229 ARCH STREET.
North Side, East of 12th Street.

"Milk That is Milk"
SCOTTS
45th and Parrish Streets